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RESUMEN

Es importante ei anãlisis de la fusion de Ias barras de combus-
tible para la predicción del comportamento de reactores nucleares en
caso dc accidente. Las características especiales del caso estudiado
haccn quc no oparezea una interfase bien definida entre ias regiones
sólida y líquida, sino que entre ambas surge una zona "mushy" er. donde
ei material está parcialmente fundido. Para Ia selución de este proble_
ma se emplea ei método de Elementos Finitos junto con una regulariza-
cion de Ia entalpía. Finalmente, se presentan resultados obtenidos y
un anãlisis de los mismos.

SUWARY

The study of the melting of combustible rods is of great
importance for the safety analysis of nuclear reactors. r>je to the
special characteristics of the problem, a sharp interface between the
solid and liquid region does not exist, but appears a "mushy" region .
in which the material is partially melted. The Finite Element Method
is employed here, together with a regularized enthalpy fomialtion.
Finally, tho results» obtained arc presented nnd discussed.
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1. Introduction
Among the reactor safety issues for nuclear reactors, those con-

cerning a loss of coolant accident are of great importance. The par-
tial or total melting of the combustible element is considered as one
of the most dangerous consequences of it.

In the present work, the behaviour of a combustible element rod
has been analized, under conditions that simulate a Loss of Coolant A£
cident (L.O.C.A.). This causes the melting of a region that expands
during the accident. The adequate mathematical model to handle this
behaviour is the two-phase Stefan Problem.

2. Description of the mathematical model
This paper is concerned with the problem of heat transmission in

a material which properties may vary with temperatures and within
which a phase-change takes place at some specified temperature. This
requires the determination of the temperature field over a domain a ,
the position and evolution of some moving interface, and eventually,
the total heat transferred. To do this, the velocity field in tiie
liquid is needed.

This problem would be formulated then by two differential equa-
tions of heat balance, one for each phase, the energy balance equa-
tion for the interface which gives rise to its equation of motion,
and the Boussincsq's equation and the conservation of mass equation
for the liquid phase. Initial and boundary conditions are also needed.
Besides, the nonlinear material properties make the so-formulated prob
lem hard to solve,

Fortunately, the characteristics inherent in this problem allow
some simplifications applying physical reasonings.

Because of the particular shape of the combustible element, the
boundary conditions and the internal heat supplied, the melting gives
rise to a "mushy" region. This means that, in a volume inside the body,
which is at the meltirg temperature, the liquid and solid phases co-
exist. Moreover, a great part of the.melted volume stays in a "mushy"
state during the transient of overpower.

One may also think the small diameter of the clement over, and
the little change in the liquid density for the temperature rank
considered. This mams that the influence of convection in the liq-
uid may be neglected.

These considerations allow to formulate the problem with the
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three differential equations, the two boundary conditions and the in-

itial condition (1) to (3)

ps !? " * * (ks & * °s Q i€°s 't>0 C1-1)

P X ^ • I . (kj VT) • Pl Q x c a1 , t > 0 (1.2)

T - ft (x,t) x £ rT , t > 0 (2.1)

ft . k VT « f, (x,t) x c r , t > 0 (2.2)

h - h Q (X) x e Q , t - 0 (3)

wher ' / subscripts s and 1 denote solid and liquid phase respect-
ive ' x. p is the density, h the specific enthalpy, t time, k
the •? / conductivity, T tenperature, Q internal heat source, A
he -t si fusion, R is the position vector of any point in the inter-
face n. the unit vector pointed outward to the boundary of fl , (t
the "ody under consideration, da the boundary of n , rT the por-
t i of an with inçosed temperature and r the portion of an with
r.): ;ial heat flux imposed.

Although the temperature is constant everywhere, equation (1.3)
sfvvs us that the heat flux has a jump discontinuity across the phase
sir "ace. The same occurs with the enthalpy. These non-linearities arc
tit main cause of difficulties either for nunerical or analytical treat.
ment of the problem.

The numerical solution of the formulation given by equations (1)
to (3) have been endeavored using different algorithms that track the
movement of the phase change surface [3] [8].

The main difficulty is that they require some regularity of the
phase front. This may not occur in some multidimensional problems, as
pointed out by La^ardis (6], where some "liquid pools" may appear in-
side the solid region. It must be noted that this behavior may also
upjicar in one dimensional problems with internal boat generation, ns
in the case we are dealing with.
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In this paper, a "fixed domain" model is used. In it, the inter-
face balance condition remains within the differential equation.

(4)

The position of the phase change surface is obtained later on, drawing
the isotherms corresponding to the melting temperature.

Furthermore, it is well known that the enthalpy of a pure subs-
tance that changes of phase, has a jump discontinuity. The Uranium
Dioxide (UOJ behaves like a pure substance because at the mel ting tem-
perature, the enthalpy undergoes a change equal to the heat of fusion.

Denoting with H the Heaves ide unit function and with 6 the
Delta of Dirac function, the enthalpy can be written:

h(T) - Í {[1 - H (T-T_)] C • X 6 (T-TJ • H (T-T-) C , ) d T (5)J- F s F F 1

It can be shown that the conservation equations (1) to (3) arc
derivable from the integral form of the enthalpy equation (6).

f ° f (kT v2 * • p h |f • Q P) dx dt - . f p h (x)» (x,0) dx dt
't ;n n >a ° ~ ~

f ° f k f. (x,t) v * . n dr dt - f ° Í + f, (x,t) dr dt
'Q ho ' >o h_ l "

(6)

This integral form follows the ideas of Oleinik [9], Kamenomos-
tskaja (5] and Friedman [4]. They looked for weak solutions to the
problem; that is a pair of bounded functions T and h , related by
equation (5), such that they satisfy (6) for all the admissible test
function * , continuously differentiate and which satisfy initial
and essential boundary conditions.

3. Finite Element Approach
The basis to develop a finite element scheme to solve the system

(2) to (4) is the integral form given in (6).
First, the time approximation is done with the implicit Euler
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scheme, which generates a sequence of non-linear elliptic problems.

with At • tn+1 - tn and the subscript n denotes the n point of
the partition of [0,tol .

Now, let us subdivide the bod/ Q into snail regions called
"elements". Within each of them, the temperature and the enthalpy may
be approached by polynomials, so

T • I Nj U\

h • E

where U. and V. are the unknown parameters and N. , L. the inter,
polation functions.

Applying Calerkin's method, the following system of algebraic
equations is obtained

where U - [U? , ... , UmJ
T , V • [V, V m )

T ; m es the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of the discretized system and £ is the
stiffness matrix, JJ* is the modified mass matrix and & is the
force vector.

The system (7) may be written as

where I " tf V is the vector of thermal inertia.
There are two unknowns in (8), U and I_ . both related by

(5), and being X discontinuous as a function of U . Different
methods were developed to solve (8) [1] [2] [7] [10].

All of them are applied to problems with constant thermal prop_
erties; Meyer and Atthey use only essential boundary conditions, and
except Atthey, there is not internal heat generation.

The enthalpy at the phase change temperature T« has a jury.
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An idea, first introduced by Meyer [7] to cope with this discontinuity,
consists in smoothing (5), saying that

/T
C dT T < T- - v

IT S r
o

h(T) h (TF-v) • A/2v (T-TF*v) T € tTF-v , Tp*v] (9)

h (TF*v) • I Cx dT T > T p + v

where v , the half amplitude of the neighbourhood around T_ , is
the regularization parameter.

In the present work, a problem is solved where the change of
phase is induced by an internal source. The formulation employed
smooths the enthalpy, following Meyer's idea.

If in equation (4) Q « 0 , it can be proved that the phase-
change surface is of zero measure. This means that a region of some
finite thickness where the material remains at the melting tempera-
ture cannot exist.

On the other hand, internal sources under certain conditions can
create a region in which material in the liquid and solid phase co-
exist in a partially melted volume.

4. Solution Method
The system in (8) is perfectly determined in the sole unknown

U with equation (9). Then, from (8) it follows

I " E * Ml %>) • *t ^ • ^ (10)

where f] is the classical mass matrix.
lhe algebraic problem given by (10J is strongly non-linear, not

only because of the big change in properties in the phase-change re-
gion, but also because thermal conductivity as well as heat capacity
vary with temperature.

This compels as to choose an adequate iterative scheme. A
secant method was used in this work. The solution of (10) is approach-
ed by the iteration U?*1 , so that
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At - v

5. Analysis of the combustible element behaviour
Hie element under analysis consists in an uranium-dioxide cy-

lindrical pellet of 1,06 an outside diameter (Fig. 1). It is covered
with a 1,19 cm outside diameter Zircaloy sheath.Between them, there is
a gap occupied by a gas mixture composed of inert and f is ion gases.

06 r (cm)

Figures 1 to 4

In steady state, each cubic centimeter of U02 generates 566,92
Watts. As a first approximation, we suppose there is no depression
of Q along the radius. Furthermore, the element is plunged into
heavy water, which is at 578*C.

Starting from this stage, a L.O.C.A. accident takes place. In
Fig. 2 the power history is drawn, while in Fig. 3 the external tempe-
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rature variation is shown. The accident starts at 360 seconds; the
overpower reaches eight tines the nominal value in one second as can
be seen from Fig. 2. For the sake of simplicity, perfect conduction was
supposed between the water and the Zircaloy rod external surface.

Fig. 4 illustrates the temperature distribution inside the com-
bustible element for different times. The jump in temperature that
appears at 5,3 cm is due to the gap between the pellet and the Zircaloy
sheath where the conduction is not assumed to be perfect.

Analyzing those curves more deeply, it can be seen that, start-
ing from 361,90 seconds, when the melting temperature is reached at
the center of the rod, a region appears where the temperature remains
at the melting value. The isotherm T • T_ moves towards the outside
diameter and this volume increases in size up to 362,9 seconds, when a
second front, the end of fusion front where T is also equal to T_ ,
begins to move ahead.

This region disappears at 364 seconds when both surfaces mix up
in a single one.

This strange behaviour is a consequence of the special character-
istics of this problem. In fact, the temperature reaches a maximum at
the center of the rod, because of the axial symmetry both in geometry
and in load. Therefore, that point has a null gradient. When the tem-
perature there reaches the change of phase values the point begins to
melt imbibing heat exclusively from the heat source, since heat can
not be supplied by conduction from any other part of the element,
because in every point the temperature is lower than at the center of
the rod.

So, this region will stay at the melting temperature, at least
for a time px/Q .

During this time, other regions of the body reach the melting
temperature, that is, a volume will appear which, being at the melt-
ing temperature is neither in the solid state nor in the liquid one.
This region is called "mushy'1.

The enthalpy content h of any point inside the mushy region
lies between h < h < h, where h and h, ere the solid and

5 — ~ i S I

liquid enthalpy at the melting temperature.
Now, we can define the "degree of fusion" as
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therefore, for a point in the solid phase £ • 0 , while ç • J in
the liquid one. When the enthalpy is regularized and is supposed to
vary linearly in a neighbourhood of amplitude 2v around Tp (9),
the degree of fusion of any point inside the mushy region becomes
approached by

T - T F - v

2v
T c - v < T < T - * v (11)

The isotherms as function of tine are plotted in Fig. 5, where
the tine is relative to the moment when the transient of overpower
starts. It can be noted the existence of two curves which represent
the melting temperature that gather each other four seconds after the
transient starts, lhe dashed area between the two curves represents
the evolution of the mushy region. Its maximum width exceeds the 3,2
nin radius, that is, more than half pellet. Inside the mushy region,
the curves for various degrees of fusion are shown, using the defini-
tion given in (11).

4

1 »
I-

2» » M
TIM (Mf)

4»

Figures 5 and 6

6. Conclusion
The results shown in the last section confirm the early assump-

tions, that is, the convective transmission of heat in the liquid
phase can be neglected. The appearance of a mushy region was explain-
ed in terms of the geometrical aspects of the problem,

More detailed analysis have been made, not fully described here
because of space limitations. Two mushy regions c.. be seen, Fig. 6,
not connected with each other, with a liquid region in between. This
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behaviour compels us to reject a method which tracks the interface,

but the fixed domain nigoritlun presented here still works.
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SUMARIO

0 objetivo principal deste trabalho é estudar, por
meio do método dos elementos finitos, as tensões térmicas em
problemas axisimétricos. A simetria se refere às caracterís_
ticas geométricas, de vinculação e do carregcmento térmico.
Carregamentos mecânicos são também levados em consideração.

SUMMARY

The main puporse of this work is to study, by means of
the finite element method, the thermal stresses ir. axisym-
metrical problems with regard to geometry, restraint and
thermal load. Mechanical loads are taken into account as
well.


